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Abstract—Numerous fault localization techniques identify sus-
picious statements potentially responsible for program failures
by discovering the statistical correlation between test results (i.e.,
failing or passing) and the executions of the different statements of
a program (i.e., covered or not covered). They rarely incorporate a
failure context into their suspiciousness evaluation despite the fact
that a failure context showing how a failure is produced is useful for
analyzing and locating faults. Since a failure context usually con-
tains the transitive relationships among the statements of causing
a failure, its relationship complexity becomes one major obstacle
for the context incorporation in suspiciousness evaluation of fault
localization. To overcome the obstacle, our insight is that leveraging
the promising learning ability may be a candidate solution to learn
a feasible model for incorporating a failure context into fault local-
ization. Thus, we propose a context-aware neural fault localization
approach (CAN). Specifically, CAN represents the failure context
by constructing a program dependency graph, which shows how
a set of statements interact with each other (i.e., data and control
dependencies) to cause a failure. Then, CAN utilizes graph neural
networks to analyze and incorporate the context (e.g., the depen-
dencies among the statements) into suspiciousness evaluation. Our
empirical results on the 12 large-sized programs show that CAN
achieves promising results (e.g., 29.23% faults are ranked within
top 5), and it significantly improves the state-of-the-art baselines
with a substantial margin.

Index Terms—Fault localization, graph neural networks,
program dependecy graphs, suspiciousness.

I. INTRODUCTION

FOR reducing the debugging cost, researchers have pro-
posed various fault localization techniques to provide
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automated assistance in finding faults that cause failures (e.g.,
[1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]). These techniques seek to
develop effective suspiciousness evaluation models to evaluate
the suspiciousness of a statement (or other program entities) of
being faulty. Among them, Spectrum-based Fault Localization
(SFL) [1], [10], [11], [12] and Deep-Learning-based Fault Lo-
calization (DLFL) [13], [14], [15] are two of the most popular
techniques.

Fig. 1 shows the process of SFL and DLFL respectively. Given
a programs P and a test suite T , the faulty program P contains
a fault and runs against T . Then, SFL and DLFL both collect
and abstract the runtime information of the faulty program P on
its T as a matrix [1], [13], representing a statement1 covered or
not covered with a passing or failing result, and the matrix will
be inputted into the next suspiciousness evaluation model. Next,
SFL uses correlation coefficients to construct a SFL formula fx,
evaluating the suspiciousness of each statement of being faulty
in the program P ; DLFL uses neural networks with the matrix
as well as some other program information of P as the training
dataset to learn a trained model for evaluating the suspiciousness
of each statement of being faulty in the program P . Finally, they
both output a ranking list of all statements of each faulty program
in descending order of suspiciousness.

Despite the fact that they have delivered promising localiza-
tion results [12], [13], [14], [16], they still have some limitations.
Their basic idea is that a program entity executed by more
failing test cases and less passing test cases should have a higher
suspiciousness value of being faulty. Following this idea, they
use neural networks or correlation coefficients to discover the
statistical correlation between test results (i.e., failing or pass-
ing) and the various coverage types (e.g., statements, branches,
du-pairs) [17] of a program (i.e., covered or not covered). The
coverage information generally cannot be regarded as a failure
context since it just shows whether a statement (i.e., a node)
is covered or not, without the relationships (i.e., edges) among
the nodes showing how a fault propagates to cause a failure.
Thus, these approaches do not consider the inherent relationships
(i.e., edges) presented by a failure context. For example, these
approaches are not based on graph-based architectures and thus
it is difficult for them to learn the relationships (i.e., edges)
presented by a failure context.

In fact, a graph structure constructed by a failure context
shows the process of how a failure is produced (e.g., the state-
ment dependencies not just coverage), and is useful for analyzing
and locating faults [18]. Therefore, just relying on the correlation

1Statements are the widely used program entity type. Other types can be
branches, du-pairs, etc.
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Fig. 1. The process of fault localization.

between test results and the coverage of each statement without
considering the inherent relationships presented by a failure
context can affect the accuracy of fault localization. Neverthe-
less, a failure context usually contains many program entities
(e.g., statements) and their transitive relationships. Due to the
transitive relationships among the entities, it is still difficult to
analyze and combine the failure context even if much research
(e.g., [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23]) has been conducted on re-
ducing the complexity of the analysis. Thus, the high complexity
also becomes one major challenge for incorporating the failure
context into suspiciousness evaluation for fault localization.

To address the aforementioned challenges, we aim to model
and learn a graph structure constructed from the failure con-
text for fault localization. Recently, graph neural networks
(GNNs) [24], [25] have been proposed to collectively aggre-
gate information from graph structure, modeling input and/or
output consisting of elements and their dependency. GNNs have
been successfully employed to model graph-structured depen-
dencies for various applications such as social science [26],
[27], natural language processing [28], computer vision [29],
vulnerability detection [30], [31], [32], [33], and many other
research areas [34], [35]. The learning process of GNNs is to
update the parameters and hidden state of nodes by capturing
the dependencies of a graph via the message passing on edges,
which perfectly simulates the propagation process of faults in
the program. In this paper, we present a failure context (i.e., a
program slice [18], [36]) as a graph (i.e., a program dependency
graph [18]) including nodes (i.e., statements) and edges (i.e., de-
pendencies). And GNNs can be a candidate solution of learning
the transitive relationships of a failure context (i.e., a graph) for
incorporating the failure context into suspiciousness evaluation
of fault localization.

Therefore, we propose CAN: Context-Aware Neural fault
localization, which uses program dependency graphs to model a
failure context, and leverages graph neural networks to analyze
and combine a failure context for suspiciousness evaluation of
fault localization. Following the training and testing process of
DLFL in Fig. 1, CAN also trains the model with all available
samples of a faulty program and tests the trained model with a
synthesized testing dataset. Specifically, in the training phase,
CAN uses program slicing [18], [36] to construct a failure
context denoted as a directed graph (i.e., a program dependency
graph widely used in software testing and analysis) including

the nodes (i.e., failure-inducing statements) and the edges (i.e.,
dependencies among these statements). Based on the graph,
CAN utilizes a GNN to capture dependencies among statements
and generate accurate statement embedding vectors correspond-
ingly, which are difficult to be revealed by the state-of-the-art
fault localization techniques (e.g., SFL and DLFL). Based on ac-
curate statement embedding vectors, CAN obtains more reliable
representations of the statements, and then trains the network
with test cases for each bug. In the testing phase, CAN evaluates
the suspiciousness of each statement of being faulty by testing
the trained model using the one-hot statement coverage vectors,
where each vector represents covering only one statement.

To evaluate our approach, we design and conduct a large-scale
empirical study on 12 real-world programs (e.g., the programs of
Defects4J, python, and gzip). We compare CAN with a total of 12
state-of-the-art fault localization baselines, including Dstar [12],
MULTRIC [37], CNN-FL [13], and DeepRL4FL [16].

The results show that CAN improves the state-of-the-art base-
lines statistically significant and substantially, e.g., the average
improvement for the most important metric [38], such as Top-5,
as compared to the best-performing baseline is 14.31%.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as:
� We propose a context-aware fault localization approach

(CAN) by modeling a failure context as a graph and learn-
ing the complex relationship (i.e., statement dependencies)
among the nodes (i.e., statements) from the graph level for
effective fault localization.

� We propose a GNN-based bug-specific learning scheme
to better evaluate statement suspiciousness for each bug
individually. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first
time that graph neural networks are used in analyzing
and combining a failure context for fault localization,
demonstrating their promising context-aware potential of
improving fault localization.

� We conduct a large-scale empirical study on 12 large real-
life programs and 12 baselines, showing that our approach
is effective to improve fault localization.

� We open source the replication package online2 with an
archival snapshot,3 including the source code, datasets,

2https://github.com/oy-sarah/CAN
3https://zenodo.org/badge/latestdoi/291069322
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docker implementation and running examples, for follow-
up works.

The structure of the rest paper is organized as follows.
Section II introduces the related work. Section III depicts our
approach CAN. Section IV presents our large-scale empirical
study. Section VII concludes the whole study and mentions
future works.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Graph Neural Networks

Recently, graph neural networks (GNNs) have emerged as
an effective class of models for solving non-euclidean data
structure problems, they could learn representations of nodes
on graphs and collectively aggregate information from graph
structure [24], [25]. Due to their convincing performance and
high interpretability, GNNs have been utilized to be the standard
toolkit for analyzing and learning from data on graphs and have
been successfully applied to various applications [26], [27], [28],
[29], [34], [35], [39], such as social sciences, computer vision,
knowledge graphs, natural language processing, etc. GNNs are
also applied for vulnerability detection (e.g., [30], [31], [32],
[33]) whereas our work focuses on a different research topic on
software fault localization.

In a graph, each node is naturally defined by its features and
the related nodes. Thus, the target of GNN is to learn the state
embeddings which contain the information of neighborhoods.
The state embeddings are vectors of nodes and could be used
to produce outputs such as the labels of the nodes. There are
several advantages of GNNs compared with traditional neural
networks such as convolutional neural networks, recurrent neu-
ral networks and multi-layer perceptron.

First, GNNs could handle the graph input properly via prop-
agating on each node and ignoring the input order of nodes.
It means that the output of GNNs is invariant for the input
order of nodes. In contrast, traditional neural networks process
the graph input by stacking the feature of nodes in a certain
order, although the graph does not exist a natural order of nodes.
Furthermore, if a traditional neural network is used to present
a graph completely, all input sequences need to be traversed,
incurring much computational overhead. Although programs
are written in a certain order, they are not always executed
line-by-line in a linear fashion. Instead, the features like function
call, loops and conditionals cause the program jump around from
line to line in a nonlinear and arbitrary fashion, in which fashion
GNNs can work whereas traditional neural networks cannot.

Second, unlike regarding an edge as the feature of nodes in
traditional neural networks, GNNs update the hidden state of
nodes by capturing the dependencies of a graph via the message
passing on edges. Thus, the propagation of GNNs is based on
the graph structure instead of using it as part of features, i.e.,
GNNs can retain a state that represents the information from its
neighborhood with arbitrary depth. Take a program dependency
graph, widely used for representing a program, as an example. In
a graph, the edges are the dependencies like data dependencies or
control dependencies between two statements, and the massage
passing in the graph simulates the propagation of errors among

Fig. 2. The coverage and results of M executions.

the statements in the program. In this context, GNNs can learn
the dependencies while traditional neural networks cannot.

Third, just like the operating mechanism of the human brain
that is almost based on a graph extracted from daily experience,
GNN can analyze graph and capture salient features from a graph
while traditional neural networks cannot do so well (without
some loss of information).

Based on the above analysis, GNNs demonstrate the potential
of analyzing and learning the transitive relationships of the
failure context as a graph for fault localization.

B. Spectrum-Based Fault Localization

Spectrum-based Fault Localization (SFL) [1], [10], [13], [40],
[41], [42] seeks to use correlation coefficients to discover the
statistical correlation between test results (i.e., failing or passing)
and the coverage of the different statements of a program (i.e.,
covered or not covered).

Given a program P with N statements, it is executed by a
test suite T with M test cases, which contain at least one failing
test case (see Fig. 2). SFL first defines a matrix as the input to
represent the runtime information of a test suite including the
coverage information of statements and the test results. Fig. 2
shows the definition of the matrix. The element xij = 1 means
that the statement j is covered by the test case i, and xij = 0
otherwise. The M×N matrix records the coverage information
of each statement by the test suite T. The error vector e represents
the test results. The element ei equals to 1 if the test case i failed,
and 0 otherwise. The error vector shows the test results of each
test case (i.e., failing or passing).

anp(sj) =
∑

i∈np(sj)
(1− xij), aep(sj) =

∑

i∈ep(sj)
xij

anf (sj) =
∑

i∈nf(sj)
(1− xij), aef (sj) =

∑

i∈ef(sj)
xij

where,

np(sj) = {i|(xij = 0) ∧ (ei = 0)}, ep(sj)

= {i|(xij > 0) ∧ (ei = 0)}
nf(sj) = {i|(xij = 0) ∧ (ei = 1)}, ef(sj)

= {i|(xij > 0) ∧ (ei = 1)} (1)

Based on the matrix in Fig. 2, SFL defines four variables in 1,
where anp, anf , aep, and aef for the statement j (i.e., sj) denote
the number of passing/failing test cases in which the statement
was/wasn’t executed.
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TABLE I
SFL FORMULAS

Fig. 3. Suspiciousness evaluation using neural networks.

With the four variables for each statement, SFL defines many
suspiciousness evaluation formulas using correlation coeffi-
cients to evaluate the suspiciousness of each statement being
faulty. Researchers have conducted both theoretical [43], [44]
and empirical analysis [12] on finding the optimal SFL formulas,
i.e., ER1, ER5, GP02, GP03, GP19, Ochiai and Dstar (D*).
Table I shows all the 7 optimal SFL formulas.4 Some researchers
further combine the multiple SFL formulas to improve fault
localization, e.g., MULTRIC [37].

C. Deep-Learning-Based Fault Localization

Deep-Learning-based Fault Localization (DLFL) [13], [14],
[45], [46] tries to utilize artificial neural network with hidden
layers [15], [46], [47], [48], [49], [50], [51] to learn a lo-
calization model reflecting the statistical correlation between
test results (i.e., failing or passing) and the coverage of the
different statements of a program (i.e., covered or not covered).
Among these DLFL techniques, MLP-FL [45], CNN-FL [13],
BiLSTM-FL [14] and DeepRL4FL [16] are the representative
and effective ones.

Fig. 3 shows the architecture of suspiciousness evaluation of
DLFL: one input layer, deep learning components with several
hidden connected layers, and one output layer. In the input layer,
DLFL uses the matrix and the error vector of Fig. 2 as the training
samples and their corresponding labels, respectively. In other
words, h rows of the matrix M×N and its corresponding error

4The * in D* formula is usually assigned to 2.

vector are used as an input, which are the coverage information
of h test cases and their corresponding test results starting
from the i-th row, where i ∈ {1,1+h,1+2h,...,1+(�M/h�+1)×h}.
In deep learning components with several hidden connected
layer, MLP-FL, CNN-FL/DeepRL4FL and BiLSTM-FL use
multi-layer perceptron, convolutional neural network and bi-
directional long short-term memory respectively. In the output
layer, DLFL uses Sigmoid function [46] because values sent
into a Sigmoid function will be 0 to 1. Each element in the
result vector of the Sigmoid function has difference with the
corresponding element of the target vector. Back propagation
algorithm is used to update the parameters of the model, and the
goal is to minimize the difference between training result y and
error vector e. The network is trained iteratively.

Finally, DLFL learns a trained model reflecting the relation-
ship between statement coverage and test results, and constructs
a synthesized testing dataset (i.e., one-hot vectors [13], [15]) to
test the trained model for evaluating the suspiciousness of each
statement.

Besides the above suspiciousness evaluation, there are other
recent related work, e.g., Learning-to-Rank technique [52],
[53], composition technique [54], [55], unified debugging tech-
nique [56]. Our work focuses on deep learning technique not
Learning-to-Rank technique, and the results [46] have shown
deep learning technique has higher effectiveness than Learning-
to-Rank technique [52], [53]. Composition technique [54], [55]
studies the combination of different individual fault localization
approaches whereas our work proposes an effective individual
fault localization approach. Unified debugging technique [56]
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Fig. 4. The architecture of CAN.

focuses on how to improve fault localization using the repair
information whereas our work concentrates on how to improve
fault localization without using the repair information.

Prior studies proposed mining of bug signatures [21], [22],
[23], [57], [58]) (i.e., bug contexts) after identification of suspi-
cious program elements for bug understanding. Different from
such studies, our work improves the suspiciousness evaluation
models with bug contexts. Our work can potentially be used
in tandem with these existing works; we can run bug signature
mining work after suspicious program elements are identified
by our proposed approach.

III. APPROACH

This section will introduce CAN which applies graph neural
networks to analyzing and combining failure contexts for fault
localization. Fig. 4 shows the architecture of CAN.

CAN is different from traditional machine learning training
and testing scheme. CAN tries to learn the mappings between
statements and failures from all available test cases, and evaluate
the suspiciousness of each statement individually. For training
dataset, we use all available test cases as the training dataset
to learn a model for the mappings because their execution
information corresponds to a specific bug. For testing dataset, we
employ one-hot coverage vectors to represent each of involved
statements individually and then consider them as the testing
dataset where a size equals to the number of statements of
a failure context. The testing result of each one-hot coverage
vector reflects the failing possibility of its covering statement.

We will first formulate the problem; then explain how to
construct a graph from a subject program to represent a fail-
ure context; next depict the training phase, i.e., the process of
learning node embeddings on graphs; finally describe the testing
phase, i.e., the process of obtaining the fault localization result,
which is a ranked list of the statements in descending order of
suspiciousness.

A. Formulation

Given a faulty program P with N statements, it is executed by a
test suite T with M test cases, which contain at least one failed test

case. In Fig. 2, a matrix and an error vector are defined to denote
the execution information of a program. CAN will use the matrix
and the error vector (i.e., the upper left matrix and error vector in
Fig. 4) as the training samples and their corresponding labels for
graph neural networks, respectively. As a reminder, the element
xij = 1 means that the statement j is executed by the test case i,
and xij = 0 means otherwise. The element ei equals to 1 if test
case i failed, and 0 otherwise. Based on the faulty program and
the information model (i.e., the matrix and error vector), CAN
should figure out how to define and incorporate a failure context
into suspiciousness evaluation of fault localization using graph
neural networks.

B. Modeling Failure Context as Graph

It is easy to see that the information model defined in Fig. 2
contains no relationships among the statements in the error
propagation process. Therefore, we need to construct a graph
where nodes denote statements (or other program entities) and
edges represent relationships among the statements. Program
dependency graphs (PDG) [18] are the widely used graph struc-
ture for modeling the relationships among the statements, where
nodes are statements (or other program entities) and edges are
data or control dependencies between two statements. Unlike
traditional machine learning techniques, the learning process of
GNNs is to update the parameters and hidden state of nodes
by capturing the dependencies of a graph via the message
passing on edges. However, the PDG of the whole program
usually consists of many subgraphs reflecting no relationship
with the error output. Furthermore, when we input the PDG
of the whole program including these subgraphs into CAN,
the learning process may not perform well, and even cannot
be convergent. Program slicing technique [18] is amongst the
most popular ones to model a failure context. Based on the
failure context, we can construct a connected PDG related to
a failure with a smaller size in comparison to the PDG of the
whole program.

Specifically, we construct a PDG in which the nodes denote
statements in the failure context (i.e., the slice) and the edges
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF SUBJECT PROGRAMS

represent data or control dependencies. We utilize JSlice5 and
Javaslicer6 for Java programs, WET7 for C programs. They are
all dynamic slicing tools [18], [36] relying on PDG. Based on
these slicing tools, the slicing process of CAN is: 1) we convert
the executed statements of a program into a representation, i.e.,
a form representing a PDG with data and control dependencies;
2) then we analyze the representations via dynamic data or
control dependencies to identify those statements having de-
pendencies on the program output (i.e., the slicing criterion in
(2)) as a slice; 3) finally we use the API/method of these slicing
tools to interpret the representation to construct a PDG for the
slice, where a node is a statement in the slice and an edge of two
nodes represents a data or control dependency among them.

Thus, a failure context is defined as follows:

A failure context: statements that directly or indirectly
affect the computation of the faulty output value of a failure
through chains of dynamic data or control dependencies are
included in a failure context (i.e., a dynamic backward slice).

To compute a failure context, we use the following slicing
criterion.

failSC = (outStm, incorrectV ar, failEx) (2)

Where, outStm is an output statement whose value of a vari-
able (i.e., incorrectV ar) is incorrect in the execution of a failing
test case (i.e., failEx). Since a small size of a failure context
can help reduce the complexity of the subsequent analysis and
save the computation cost, a small size of a failure context is
preferable. Take the version 3 of the program nanoxml_v5 in
Table II as an example. We use the smallest failure context and
the largest failure context to conduct the localization process,
respectively. The computation cost of the smallest one is 13.7
minutes (i.e., the lowest cost) while the cost of the largest one
is 17.6 minutes (i.e., the highest cost). For multiple failing test
cases, the one with the smallest number of executed statements
usually has a small size of a failure context. Thus, CAN chooses
the failing test case having the smallest number of executed
statements to construct a slicing criterion in (2), and inputs this

5http://jslice.sourceforge.net/
6https://github.com/hammacher/javaslicer
7http://wet.cs.ucr.edu/

slicing criterion into program slicing technique to model a failure
context. If there are several failing test cases with the same
smallest number of executed statements, we randomly choose
one of them to perform program slicing.

Suppose that a failure context has K statements. As shown
in Fig. 4, after the computation of using the slicing criterion in
(2), program slicing technique constructs a failure context as
a program dependency graph, i.e., the directed graph G = (V,
ξ), showing how K failure-inducing statements of the program
(i.e., the statements of a failure context) affect each other in the
execution of a failing test case to cause a failure. In the directed
graph G, a node (e.g., vi ∈ V ) represents a statement in the
failure context, and an edge (e.g., (vi, vj) ∈ ξ) denotes a data
or control dependency between the two statements of vi and
vj . Each node (e.g., vi ∈ V ) will be embedded into a unified
embedding space, and has its node vector (e.g., vectori ∈ Rd in
(5)) representing the latent vector of the node (e.g., vi) learned
via graph neural networks, where d is the dimensionality.

Furthermore, we remove the coverage information of those
statements not in the failure context and obtain a new M×K ma-
trix that records the execution information of K failure-inducing
statements in the test suite T. The element yij = 1 means that the
j-th statement of the failure context (i.e., node vj in the graph)
is executed by test case i, and 0 otherwise.

After constructing the graph, the connection relationships
between the graph nodes are further represented by an adjacency
matrix A, i.e., the adjacency matrix is the representation of the
failure context (i.e., the PDG of the slice) An elementAij means
the one in the i-th row and the j-th column of the matrix A.
Aij = 1 means that there is a directed edge eij from node i to
node j; otherwise, Aij = 0. Aij shows whether the information
of node i is propagated to node j. Some data or control dependen-
cies in the PDG are spurious, e.g., y = 3 ∗ x− 3 ∗ x+ 1 does
not effectively depend on x. In this case, a simple data-flow
analysis that does not simplify the expression will not realize
it. Consequently, our approach may not be able to discount the
influence of x on y.

C. Learning CAN Model on Graph (Training Phase)

Next we present how to train CAN model via graph neural
networks. Graph neural networks could capture dependencies
among statements and generate corresponding statement em-
bedding vectors trained with test cases [25] according to the
failure context.

Architecture of CAN: Fig. 4 shows the architecture of CAN
including input components, graph embedding module, linear
transformation layers and output layer. After the previous steps
(i.e., modeling failure context as graph), we could acquire the
input components that consist of three parts: an adjacency matrix
A, node vectors vectori (i ∈ {1,2,...,k}) and the coverage
information matrix M×K. The graph embedding module is a
2-layer graph neural network. In the first layer, the input channel
is the dimension of node vector equaling to the size of the failure
context and the output channel is 2h (h = round(logn2 )− 1,
wheren is the input channel and round is the rounding function).
In the second layer, the input channel is 2h and the output
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Fig. 5. One-hot statement coverage vectors.

channel is 2(h−1). Then, a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) is used
to incorporate the dependencies between pieces of node state
information in different update rounds, and linear transformation
layers use Sigmoid function. We use Adam as the optimizer.
Back propagation is used to update the parameters.

Learning process in graph embedding module: Graph em-
bedding module is the core component of CAN for the learning
process. The node vector vectori is the state information of the
node i. First, we initialize the state information of node i to a
vectorvectori(1)∈Rd via using one-hot encodings, where d is
the dimensionality of the vector and the superscript (1) denotes
the 1st round of iteration. Then, during the t-th round of iteration,
each central node i gathers all neighbor node information to
obtain the node interaction embedding mi

(t)∈Rd. In (3), CAN
assigns different weights to each neighbor node in order to
characterize its importance to the central node δij , with function
mapping performed through the neural network a: Rd × Rd

→ R, where a calculates the correlation coefficient between
the central node i and its neighbor node j and then uses the
softmax function to normalize the correlation coefficients of
all neighboring nodes. The weight parameter of the neural
network a is related to the round of information propagation.
(4) computes the interaction context mi

(t) of the node. During
the graph model’s information propagation, mi

(t) is the
interaction context of node i throughout the whole graph. mi

(t)

is obtained by directly accumulating δij and the product of
the feature information vectorj of the neighbor node j as well
as the propagation matrix Aij on the edge eij . In (5), the
GRU considers the relationship between pieces of node state
information in different update rounds, i.e., when the node
updates during the t-th round, there is a time series relationship
between the hidden layer vector expression vectori

(t) and the
state information vector(i)

(t−1) of the previous round.

δij = softmax(a(vector
(t−1)
i , vector

(t−1)
j )) (3)

m
(t)
i =

∑
j∈Ni

δij ·Aij · vectorj (4)

vector
(t)
i = GRU(vector

(t−1)
i ,m

(t)
i ) (5)

Training Procedure: During training, CAN utilizes graph em-
bedding module and linear transformation layers to update the
parameters and node vectors ofvector1 tovectorK . Specifically,
each training iteration will conduct a node state information
propagation process. Suppose that CAN uses the i-th row of the
matrix M×K (i.e., [yi1,yi2,...,yiK]) and its error vector (i.e., ei).
For yij , yij = 1 means that node vj is executed by the test case i
(i.e., Ti), and CAN feeds its node vector vectorj into the neural

network; yij = 0 means that node vj is not executed by Ti, and
CAN feeds zero vector into the neural network. After executing
test case Ti, we choose the executed failure-inducing statements
of Ti and feed their corresponding node vectors into the GNN
components and conduct the node state information propagation
process while keeping the node vectors of those unexecuted
failure-inducing statements unchanged (i.e., the values are the
result of the last training step). After node state information
propagation process, there are linear transformation layers to
output the result oi (i∈{1,2,...,M}), the value of which ranges
from 0 to 1. oi has a difference with the corresponding target
vector ei, and the difference is the loss between the output layer
and target. CAN will iterate the above process by traversing from
the 1st to the last row of the matrix M×K and its error vector
one by one, and using back propagation algorithm to update the
parameters of the model and node vectors of vector1 to vectorK
in graph G. Thea goal is to minimize the loss between training
result o and error vector e. The algorithm goes forward from
the input components calculating the outputs of each layer up
to the output layer. Then it starts calculating derivatives going
backwards through the layers and propagating the results to do
less calculation by reusing all of the elements already calculated.
We repeat the training of the model with the matrix M×K until
the loss is small enough to reach convergence. Thus, the number
of times of each test case selected during training is almost the
same. As a reminder, according to the recent studies [59], [60],
different types of test cases have different impacts on fault local-
ization effectiveness, and thus the number of times of each test
case selected during training may affect the learning outcome.
Studying the impact of test cases on the learning process is
another research direction that we leave for future work.

The learning rate impacts the speed of convergence. CAN
adopts dynamic adjusting learning rate (see (6)) for two reasons.
First, it can make large changes at the beginning of the training
procedure when larger learning rate values are used. Second, it
can decrease the learning rate with a smaller training updates
for computing weights later, resulting in accurate weights more
quickly. In (6), one Epoch means completing all training data
once, LR represents learning rate, DropRate is the amount that
learning rate is modified each time, and EpochDrop is how often
to change the learning rate.

LR = LR ∗DropRate(Epoch+1)/EpochDrop (6)

D. Suspiciousness Evaluation With Trained Model (Testing
Phase)

After obtaining the parameters of the model and the embed-
ding of failure-inducing statements, the training process will
learn a model with trained node vectors, reflecting the complex
nonlinear relationship between the execution of a statement and
a failure with the consideration of the statement dependencies.
Thus, as shown in Fig. 5, we construct K one-hot statement
coverage vectors as the testing dataset, with a size equal to the
number of the failure-inducing statements, where each one-hot
vector only covers one statement. Specifically, for a one-hot
vector one-hoti, xi =1 means that the i-th statement of the
failure context (i.e., the failing-inducing statements) is the only
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Fig. 6. An example illustrating CAN (modeling failure context as graph).

Fig. 7. An example illustrating CAN (training and testing).

one element that is covered. When the one-hoti is inputted to the
trained model, the output is the estimation of execution result of
being a failure by covering only the i-th statement of the failure
context. The value of the result is between 0 and 1. The larger
the value is, the more likely it is that the statement only covered
by the one-hoti is the buggy statement to cause a failure. In this
way, we can evaluate the suspiciousness of each statement being
faulty by inputting the one-hot statement coverage vectors into
the trained model. For those statements not in the failure context,
CAN will assign the lowest suspiciousness value to them. When
we encounter two or more erroneous statements, GNN may rank
them with one above the other and we recognize the one with
the higher rank as the final result. In different runs, the rank may
be different but in a relatively small fluctuation range.

E. An Illustrative Example

Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate a faulty program P with 8 statements
that contains a faulty statement S4 to show how CAN works.
Fig. 6(a) presents a program P with a faulty statement S4.
Fig. 6(b) shows 6 test cases with T2 and T3 being the failing
test cases. Since the failing test cases of T2 and T3 have the
same smallest number of executed statements, we randomly
choose T3 to construct the failure context. Fig. 6(c) shows the
dynamic slice result of program P with the test case T3 (i.e.,
the failure context), in which six statements are included while
two ones are not included. We could observe the relationships
among the statements in the slice result, S1, S3, S4, S5 and S6

affect the output value of variable z at S8. Fig. 6(d) illustrates
graph of program P (i.e., the graph representation of the failure
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context), which lists the statements in the slice along the program
dependence edges including both data dependencies and control
dependencies from the starting point.

Fig. 7(e) shows the training process of CAN. CAN converts
the program dependency graph of failure-inducing statements
into the adjacency matrix and input it to GNN model. Then
it trains the GNN model with the coverage data and inputs
the errors vector into the target vector. There are 6 vectors
representing the node embeddings of 6 statements on the graph.
For example, S1 is a node on the graph of program P, vector1
is S1’s node embedding. Concretely, according to T1=[1, 1, 1,
1, 1, 1] and its test result 0 on the right side of Fig. 6(b), we
input (vector1, vector2, vector3, vector4, vector5, vector6)
with the target 0 to the model; according to T2=[1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]
and its test result 1, we input trained (vector1, vector2, vector3,
vector4, vector5, vector6) of the last step with the target 1 to
the model; according to T3=[1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1] and its test result 1,
we input trained (vector1, vector2, vector3, vector4, vector5,
vector6) with the target 1 to the model; according toT4=[1, 1, 1,
1, 0, 1] and its test result 0, we input trained (vector1, vector2,
vector3, vector4, zero vector, vector6) with the target 0 to the
model; according to T5=[1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1] and its test result 0, we
input trained (vector1, vector2, vector3, vector4, zero vector,
vector6) with the target 0 to the model; according toT6=[1, 1, 1,
1, 0, 1] and its test result 0, we input trained (vector1, vector2,
vector3, vector4, zero vector, vector6) with the target 0 to the
model. Repeat training the network with these data until the
loss is small enough and reaches the condition of convergence.
According to the small number of statements in this example, we
set the convergence condition as that the value of loss between
training result o and error vector e does not decrease for five
epochs. After training, the GNN model reveals the complex
nonlinear relationship between the statement embeddings in the
graph and failures.

Finally, CAN constructs 6 one-hot statement coverage vectors
(see Fig. 7(f)), where each only covers one statement. We input
a one-hot vector into the trained network, and the output is
the suspiciousness of the statement covered by the one-hot
vector. For example, we input the one-hot vector one-hot1 =
[1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] into the trained network, and the output is the
suspiciousness of S1, i.e., 0.6. In the same way, we could
compute the suspiciousness of other statements. SinceS2 andS7

are not included in the failure context, CAN assigns the lowest
suspiciousness value to them, i.e., the value of 0. As depicted in
Fig. 7(g), there is a ranked list of all statements in descending
order of suspiciousness: (S4, S1, S3, S5, S6, S8, S2, S7). The
faulty statement S4 is ranked in the first place.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Setup

Benchmarks: The experiments use the widely used large-
sized programs (e.g., [1], [2], [12], [13], [14], [46]) in fault
localization, reflecting characteristic of practice and enabling
comparable and reproducible studies. Table II summarizes the
subject programs. For each program, it depicts a brief func-
tional description (column ‘Description’), the number of faulty

versions (column ‘Versions’), the number of thousand lines of
statements (column ‘KLOC’), and the number of test cases
(column ‘Test’). The first 4 programs [61] (i.e., chart, math,
lang, and time) are from Defects4J.8 The python, gzip and libtiff
are collected from ManyBugs.9 The space and the four separate
releases of nanoxml are acquired from the SIR.10

We use JSlice, Javaslicer and WET for slicing Java and C
Programs respectively. These tools cannot slice some faulty
versions (e.g., all faulty versions of Closure in Defects4J), and
we remove these versions in our evaluation.

Baselines: Prior studies [12], [37], [43], [44] have conducted
theoretical [43], [44] and empirical analysis [12] on finding the
optimal SFL formulas and their combination, i.e., Ochiai, ER5,
GP02, GP03, Dstar, GP19 and ER1, MULTRIC. Furthermore,
the recent results [13], [14], [16], [62] on DLFL have identified
four representative and effective ones, i.e., MLP-FL, CNN-FL,
BiLSTM-FL and DeepRL4FL. Therefore, the experiments use
the 12 state-of-the-art fault localization approaches as the base-
lines. We implement the 12 baselines including the parameters
as described in their publications.

Parameter settings and environment: We apply a grid search to
identify the best settings of hyper-parameters: the initial learning
rate l is tuned in {0.0001, 0.001, 0.002, 0.005, 0.01}, the dropout
rate d is searched in {0.98, 0.96, 0.95, 0.94, 0.93} and the batch
size β is in {10, 16, 32, 64}. To prevent overfitting, we tuned
the L2 regularization λ in {10−5, 10−3, 10−1}. We utilize adam
optimizer in CAN. The physical environment of the experiments
is on a computer containing a CPU of Intel I5-2640 with 128G
physical memory, and two 12G GPUs of NVIDIA TITAN X
Pascal. The operating system is Ubuntu 16.04.3. We computed
statistics of the data and plot display on the MATLAB R2016b.

B. Evaluation Metrics

We adopt 4 widely used metrics: Top-N Accuracy: [63], [64],
Mean Average Rank (MAR) [46], Mean First Rank (MFR) [46],
and Relative Improvement (RImp) [50], [65], [66]. A higher
value of Top-N Accuracy means better localization effectiveness,
while a lower value denotes better localization effectiveness for
the other 3 metrics.

Top-N Accuracy: It denotes the percentage of faults located
within the first N position of a ranked list of all statements in de-
scending order of suspiciousness returned by a fault localization
approach.

Mean Average Rank (MAR): It is the mean of the average rank
of all faults using a localization approach.

Mean First Rank (MFR): For a fault with multiple faulty
statements, locating the first one is critical since the others
may be located after that. MFR is the mean of the first faulty
statement’s rank of all faults using a localization approach.

Relative Improvement (RImp): It is to compare the total num-
ber of statements that need to be examined to find all faults using
CAN versus the number that need to be examined by using other
fault localization approaches.

8Defects4J, http://defects4j.org
9ManyBugs, http://repairbenchmarks.cs.umass.edu/ManyBugs/
10SIR, http://sir.unl.edu/portal/index.php
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TABLE III
TOP-N, MAR AND MFR COMPARISON OF CAN OVER 12 FAULT

LOCALIZATION APPROACHES

C. Experimental Results

Top-N Accuracy, MAR and MFR: Parnin and Orso [64] con-
ducted a user study of evaluating the usefulness of fault localiza-
tion techniques in assisting developers, and recommend using
the rank of the faulty statement to evaluate fault localization
effectiveness. Since then, Top-N, MAR and MFR are widely used
in fault localization. Afterwards comprehensive user studies
(e.g., [38], [63]) show that it useful to help developers in de-
bugging by setting Top-N within Top-5. For automated program
repair (APR), since the APR techniques generate patches in the
suspicious rank list from top to down and many APR techniques
(e.g., SimFix [67] and TBar [68]) set clear time limitation, the
improvement of Top-N, MAR and MFR metrics could also help
the APR techniques that rely on the suspicious rank list and have
limited time for each bug during the repair. Thus, our experi-
ments use Top-N (i.e., N=1, 3, 5), MAR, and MFR to compare
CAN with the 12 baselines. Table III presents their distribution
among 12 fault localization approaches. As shown in Table III,
CAN achieves very promising best localization effectiveness in
all 5 scenarios in comparison to the baselines. Specifically, CAN
can localize 4.62%, 20%, 29.23% faults when inspecting the
Top-1, Top-3 and Top-5 ranked statements, The MAR and MFR
are 49 and 75 respectively, achieving (127-49)/127=61.42% and
(215-75)/215=65.12% relative improvement over each best-
performing baseline respectively.

RImp distribution: For a detailed improvement, we adopt
RImp to evaluate CAN. Fig. 8 shows the RImp distribution of
our approach in two cases: the RImp on 12 fault localization
approaches in Fig. 8(a) and the RImp on 12 subject programs in
Fig. 8(b).

As shown in Fig. 8(a), the RImp score is less than 100% in
all approaches, meaning that CAN improves localization effec-
tiveness of all the fault localization approaches. The statements
that need to be examined decrease ranging from 12.99% in
BiLSTM-FL to 67.13% in DeepRL4FL. It also means that CAN,
in comparison to the other approaches, obtains a maximum sav-
ing of 87.01% (100%-12.99%=87.01%) in BiLSTM-FL and the
minimum saving is 32.87% (100%-67.13%=32.87%) in Dstar
which indicates that CAN can save from 32.87% to 87.01% of
the number of statements examined among the fault localization
approaches.

Fig. 8. RImp distribution of CAN on fault localization approaches and subject
programs.

As shown in Fig. 8(b), the RImp score is less than 100%
in all subject programs, meaning that CAN obtains improve-
ments on all the programs. The statements that need to be
examined decrease ranging from 2.87% in python to 58.66%
in nanoxml_v1. It means that CAN needs to examine from
2.87% to 58.66% of statements that all the 12 fault localization
approaches need to examine for locating all faults of the program
python and nanoxml_v1, repsectively. Thus, CAN obtains a
maximum saving of 97.13% (100%-2.87%=97.13%) in python
and a minimum saving of 41.34% (100%-58.66%=41.34%) in
nanoxml_v1, which indicates that CAN can save from 41.34%
to 97.13% of the number of statements examined among all the
programs.

Statistical comparison: To investigate whether the difference
between the baselines and CAN is statistically significant, we
adopt Wilcoxon-Signed-Rank Test [69] with a Bonferroni cor-
rection [70], which is a non-parametric statistical hypothesis
test for testing the differences between pairs of measurements
F(x) and G(y). The experiments performed 12 paired Wilcoxon-
Signed-Rank tests by using the ranks of the faulty statements
as the pairs of measurements F(x) and G(y). Each test uses both
2-tailed and 1-tailed p-value checking at the σ level of 0.05.
Specifically, given a localization technique FL1, we use the list
of the ranks of the faulty statements using CAN in all faulty ver-
sions of all programs as the list of measurements of F(x), while
the list of measurements of G(y) is the list of the ranks of the
faulty statements using FL1 in all faulty versions of all programs.
Hence, in the 2-tailed test, CAN has SIMILAR effectiveness as
FL1 when H0 is accepted at the significant level of 0.05. And
in the 1-tailed test (right), CAN has WORSE effectiveness than
FL1 whenH1 is accepted at the significant level of 0.05. Finally,
in the 1-tailed test (left), CAN has BETTER effectiveness than
FL1 when H1 is accepted at the significant level of 0.05.
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TABLE IV
STATISTICAL RESULTS OF CAN OVER 12 LOCALIZATION APPROACHES

To further assess the difference quantitatively, we use the
nonparametric Vargha-Delaney A-test [71], to evaluate the mag-
nitude of the difference by measuring effect size (scientific
significance). For A-test, the bigger deviation of A-statistic
from the value of 0.5, the greater difference of the two stud-
ied groups. A-test of greater than 0.64 (or less than 0.36) is
indicative of ”medium“ effect size, and of greater than 0.71 (or
less than 0.29) can be indicative of a promising ”large“ effect
size [72].

Table IV shows the statistical results on this relationship,
where the cells show the A-test values and different rages of
p values of Wilcoxon-Signed-Rank Tests (i.e., ***p<0.001,
**p<0.01 and *p<0.05). The p values are all less than 0.05,
i.e., the ranks of the faulty statements of CAN are significantly
smaller than those of all the 12 baselines in all programs. In ad-
dition, CAN mostly arrives at the promising “large” effect size,
showing the significant amount of the difference between CAN
and the 12 localization approaches. Therefore, it is statistically
significant that CAN outperforms all the 12 baselines with a
BETTER conclusion.

Thus, based on all the results and analysis, we can safely
conclude that CAN significantly improves effectiveness of fault
localization, showing that graph neural networks are potential to
analyze and learn the transitive relationships of a failure context
for improving fault localization effectiveness.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Why is CAN Better?

The experimental results show that CAN outperforms 12
localization approaches. It is natural to seek the factors from the
characteristics of CAN over other architectures to understand
why CAN significantly improves fault localization.

Let us use the example in Fig. 6 to understand the character-
istics. SFL just uses the coverage information (i.e., a statement
executed or not executed) denoted as a 6 × 8 matrix in Fig. 6(b)
to identify the relationship between the statement and failures. It
does not consider the relationships among statements of causing
a failure. In addition to coverage information, CAN models a

failure context as a program dependency graph and then use
graph neural networks to successfully capture the error propaga-
tion path: S4→S5→S6→S8. When CAN trains the model, node
state information propagation process successfully simulates
the error propagation on the path S4→S5→S6→S8. Therefore,
from the above characteristics of CAN, learning the complicated
relationships in a context graph may be the key factor of CAN
in contributing to fault localization effectiveness.

To verify the above discussion, we conduct the following
experiments for two goals. One is to check whether learning the
transitive relationships contributes to localization effectiveness.
The other one is identify to what extent leaning the transitive
relationships contributes to localization effectiveness.

Does learning the transitive relationships of CAN contribute
to its effectiveness?: There are two types of relationships (i.e.,
edges): data dependencies and control dependencies. Thus, we
use three cases: 1) randomly removing some of the edges (i.e.,
data and control dependencies) of the original graph of a failure
context (denoted as CAN-R); 2) removing data dependencies
and keeping control dependencies of the original graph of a
failure context (denoted as CAN-C); 3) removing control de-
pendencies and keeping data dependencies of the original graph
of a failure context (denoted as CAN-D). Specifically, we ran-
domly remove 20%-40% edges of the original graph of a failure
context, and their removal will preserve the connectedness of the
graph, resulting a new connected graph. If learning the transitive
relationships in a context graph is a factor of CAN in contributing
fault localization effectiveness, the effectiveness of CAN with
the reduced graphs (i.e., CAN-R, CAN-C and CAN-D) should
decrease. Table V shows the statistical results of the comparison
of original CAN with the three cases in all programs using
Vargha-Delaney A-test and Wilcoxon-Signed-Rank Test at the
σ level of 0.05. As shown in Table V, all the p values are less
than 0.05 and the most A-test values belong to the “medium”
and “large” effect sizes. The results show that the effectiveness
of CAN with all three cases decrease.

Thus, the results show that learning the transitive relationships
in a context graph is a factor of CAN in contributing to fault
localization effectiveness.
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TABLE V
STATISTICAL RESULTS OF CAN OVER CAN-R, CAN-C AND CAN-D

TABLE VI
AVERAGE SIZE AND VARIANCE OF A FAILURE CONTEXT IN EACH PROGRAM

To what extent does leaning the transitive relationships of
CAN contribute to its effectiveness?: We use the 12 baselines
working on a failure context without considering those state-
ments not in a failure context, and compare CAN with the 12
baselines using a failure context (denoted as baseline-context).
Since CAN and baseline-context work on the same failure con-
texts, if CAN significantly outperform the 12 baselines-context,
it means that CAN is more effective to learn the transitive
relationships whereas the 12 baselines is ineffective. It can
also show that learning the transitive relationships of CAN
significantly contributes to fault localization effectiveness. Fur-
thermore, Some may argue that CAN removes a set of statements
from the original program to construct a failure context (i.e., a
program slice).

First, the average size of a failure context is 21% of the
original programs, which is much more than the rank of the faulty
statements CAN outputs (e.g., see Table III). Table VI shows the
percentage which the average size of a failure context accounts
for each program and its variance. As shown in Table VI,
nanoxml_v1, nanoxml_v2, nanoxml_v3 and nanoxml_v5 have
larger percentage than the other programs. Since the program
dependency graph is constructed from the failure context (i.e.,
the slice), the failure context with a larger size may lead to more
redundant statements involved in the learning process. It can
affect the effectiveness of CAN. Thus, as shown in Fig. 8(b),
CAN in these programs has lower effectiveness (i.e., higher
RImp scores) as compared with the other programs. Further-
more, since the connectedness of the dependence matrix (i.e., the
failure context) should affect both the computational cost and the
sample efficiency of learning, Table VII shows the information
of the adjacency matrices including the average number and the
variance of the number of the outgoing branches per node in
each subject. As shown in Table VII, the average number and
the variance in all programs are 6.72 and 6.09, respectively.

Next, we further exclude slicing technique and use the graph
of original source code for CAN (denoted as CAN-rmSlice)

TABLE VII
AVERAGE NUMBER AND VARIANCE OF OUTGOING BRANCHES PER NODE IN

EACH PROGRAM

TABLE VIII
TOP-N, MAR AND MFR COMPARISON OF CAN OVER CAN-RMSLICE

to check whether a failure context (i.e., a slice) contributes
to the effectiveness of CAN. Due to the use of graph neural
networks, CAN collectively aggregates information from graph
structure [24], [25], i.e., the learning process of GNNs is to
update the parameters and hidden state of nodes by capturing
the dependencies of a graph via the message passing on edges.
Thus, the input graph in CAN should be a connected graph. How-
ever, the PDG of the whole program may consist of numerous
disconnected subgraphs, among which there are no correlations
with each other and no message passing behavior. It means
that when input the graph (i.e., PDG) of the whole program,
the learning process of CAN works not well and even cannot
reach a convergent result. To address the problem, we choose the
subgraph which has correlation with the faulty output for CAN.
Table VIII shows the comparison of CAN and CAN-rmSlice.
The results show that CAN outperforms CAN-rmSlice, showing
that a failure context (i.e., a slice) contributes to the effectiveness
of CAN.

Thus, it seems necessary to use slicing to construct a failure
context to extract the connected graph as small as possible while
deleting redundant statements, which could reduce the learning
noise for the model. It means that slicing could also focus the
model to the likely failure context and improve the scalability
of training. CAN uses a failing test case to construct a failure
context. Thus, it is natural to raise a question whether CAN
can be improved by using the relationships among different test
cases to construct a slice even if the slice has a larger size. Since
passing test cases do not show a failure, slicing is widely used
on failing test cases for debugging [2], [19]. Therefore, we use
the union of the slices of all failing test cases to represent the
relationships among different test cases. We compare CAN using
the union (denoted as CAN-U) with original CAN. Table IX
shows the statistical results of this comparison in all programs
using Vargha-Delaney A-test and Wilcoxon-Signed-Rank Test
at the σ level of 0.05. As shown in Table IX, all the p values are
less than 0.05 and all the A-test values belong to the promising
“large” effect size. The results show that original CAN per-
forms better than CAN-U. We observe that the average size of
original failure context is 27.46%, 23.49%, 25.21%, 24.79%,
57.78%, 19.37%, 79.33%, 78.14%, 84.57%, and 81.48% of the
union in libtiff, math, lang, python, space, time, nanoxml_v1,
nanoxml_v2, nanoxml_v3 and nanoxml_v5, respectively. Thus,
the reason may be that CAN already shows a complete failure
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TABLE IX
STATISTICAL RESULTS OF CAN OVER CAN-U

Fig. 9. RImp distribution of five approaches related to the ablation experiments
of failure contexts.

TABLE X
STATISTICAL RESULTS OF CAN OVER 12 BASELINES-CONTEXT

with a smaller size beneficial for the learning process even if the
union considers the relationships among different test cases.

For a further evaluation, we adopt RImp to evaluate CAN
with the above five approaches (i.e., CAN-R, CAN-C, CAN-D,
CAN-rmSlice and CAN-U) related to the ablation experiments
of failure contexts. Fig. 9 shows the RImp distribution. The RImp
scores are all less than 100%, showing that CAN outperforms the
five approaches. The results are also consistent with the above
evaluation.

Finally, due to the noise reduction advantage of slicing, it
is also desirable to compare CAN with 12 baselines using a
failure context (denoted as baseline-context) to see whether
CAN outperforms 12 baselines using a failure context (i.e., a
sliced program). Table X shows the statistical results of CAN
versus each of 12 baselines-context using Vargha-Delaney A-test
and Wilcoxon-Signed-Rank Test at theσ level of 0.05. As shown
in Table X, all the p values are less than 0.05 and all the A-test

TABLE XI
STATISTICAL COMPARISON OF CAN OVER CAN-NODECONTENT

values belong to the promising “large” effect size. Thus, the
results also show it is statistically significant that CAN still
outperforms all the baselines on a failure context with a BETTER
conclusion.

Based on the above discussion, learning the transitive rela-
tionships of a failure context significantly contributes to effective
fault localization, serving as a key factor of CAN in significantly
improving fault localization.

B. How Do Other Variants Impact the Localization
Effectiveness of CAN?

Node content: There are several approaches that leverage
graph structure of codes in the software engineering tasks [33],
[73], [74], which consider node content as the initial represen-
tation of the nodes. Thus, we evaluate the contribution of node
content to the effectiveness of CAN by using various types of
representations in statements. Specifically, we use the “expres-
sion” type meaning a node contains an expression statement
(e.g., arithmetic expression, assignment expression, relational
expression and logical expression), the “function call” type
denoting a node includes a function call statement, the “control”
type representing a node includes a control statement (e.g., if,
while, do while, for, switch, break, goto, continue and return), the
“compound” type denoting a node includes a compound state-
ment, the “empty” type representing a node includes an empty
statement(e.g., idle loop). Table XI presents the statistical com-
parison of original CAN and the CAN with nodes embedding
various types of node content (denoted as CAN-NodeContent)
using Vargha-Delaney A-test and Wilcoxon-Signed-Rank Tests
at the σ level of 0.05. CAN acquires BETTER and SIMILAR
results, showing that node content contributes little to the effec-
tiveness of CAN.

Graph-based architectures: CAN uses GNN architecture be-
cause it has a simple yet effective structure which is easy
to be trained [25]. There are other representative graph-based
architectures with sophisticated structures, e.g., graph atten-
tion network (GAT) [75] and gate graph attention neural net-
work (GGANN) [76], [77]. It is interesting to see the effec-
tiveness of other representative graph-based architectures on
CAN. We use GAT (denoted CAN-GAT) and GGANN (denoted
CAN-GGANN) for CAN, and compare their effectiveness with
original CAN. Table XII presents the statistical results using
Vargha-Delaney A-test and Wilcoxon-Signed-Rank Test at the
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TABLE XII
COMPARISON OF CAN OVER CAN-GAT AND CAN-GGANN

TABLE XIII
COMPARISON OF CAN OVER CAN-1LAYER AND CAN-3LAYERS

σ level of 0.05. CAN acquires BETTER and SIMILAR results,
showing that CAN has comparable effectiveness while the graph
embedding module of CAN had a simpler structure and easier
to be trained.

Furthermore, we compare the current CAN (i.e., 2-layers
graph neural network) with different layers (i.e., CAN-1Layer
and CAN-3Layers) to see whether different layers make a dif-
ference. CAN-1Layer and CAN-3Layers represent 1-layer and
3-layers graph neural network followed by a GRU, respectively.
Table XIII presents the statistical results among different layers

using Vargha-Delaney A-test and Wilcoxon-Signed-Rank Test
at the σ level of 0.05. The results show that CAN acquires SIM-
ILAR results over CAN-1Layer and CAN-3Layers in almost all
cases.

C. How Efficient is CAN?

The state-of-the-art localization techniques can be roughly
classified into two major types: SFL and DLFL. We discuss the
efficiency of CAN over the two major types of fault localization
techniques, respectively.

For SFL, its suspiciousness evaluation just analyzes the infor-
mation of a statement covered or not covered, and thus incurs a
very low overhead. Since CAN uses GNN to analyze a failure
context including the transitive relationships, its overhead is
much higher than SFL. However, without incorporating con-
textual information, the localization effectiveness of SFL is
significantly lower than CAN.

For DLFL, since CAN focuses on a failure context, its over-
head is much lower than the state-of-art DLFL techniques while
showing much higher effectiveness. For training time, CAN
consumes from 4.8 minutes to 53.4 minutes, and 20.7 minutes
on average while the four DLFL techniques (i.e., MLP-FL,
CNN-FL, BiLSTM-FL and DeepRL4FL) cost from 3.6 minutes
to 19.35 hours, and 4.67 hours on average.

VI. THREATS TO VALIDITY

Threats to internal validity: Threats to internal validity relate
to potential errors in our implementation. First, one potential
threat to validity is the potential errors in the implementation
of CAN and 12 baselines. To mitigate the threat, for the eight
SFL techniques (i.e., Ochiai, ER5, GP02, GP03, Dstar, GP19,
ER1, and MULTRIC), we implement them based on the widely
used SFL source code GZoltar ;11 for the four DLFL techniques
(i.e., MLP-FL, CNN-FL, BiLSTM-FL, and DeepRL4FL), we
reuse and enhance the source code from the previous stud-
ies [13], [14]. We also double-check the implementation and
fully test our code, still there could be errors that we did not
notice.

Threats to external validity: Threats to external validity relate
to generalizability of our results. We adopt neural networks,
whose outputs are not stable, meaning that the localization
results are not the same through different training times. That
drawback is caused by characteristic of deep learning technol-
ogy. To make the results more reliable, we follow the conven-
tional strategy by repeating the experiments ten times and using
the average score as the experimental results. Specifically, the
range of top-1 is from 4.43% to 4.78%, the range of top-3 is
from 18.14% to 23.39% and the range of top-5 is from 26.67%
to 30.32%.

Another threat to external validity is the subject programs
used for our experiments. Our subject programs are commonly
used in the field of software debugging, which are all from real-
life development. However, the experimental results may not
apply to all programs because there are still many unknown

11https://gzoltar.com/
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and complicated factors in realistic debugging that could affect
the experiment results. Thus, it is worthwhile to conduct the
experiments on more large-sized programs to further strengthen
the experimental results.

Threats to construct validity: Threats to construct validity
relate to the suitability of our evaluation. One potential threat
is that we adopt Top-N Accuracy, MAR, MFR, and RImp as
the evaluation measures, and use Wilcoxon signed-rank test to
investigate whether the improvement of our proposed approach
over baselines is significant. The four evaluation metrics and
the Wilcoxon signed-rank test have been widely used in many
fault localization studies. According to the extensive use of
the measures and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, the threat is
acceptably mitigated.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose CAN: context-aware neural fault
localization, to analyze and incorporate a failure context into
suspiciousness evaluation for improving fault localization. CAN
leverages program slicing to model a failure context denoted
as a program dependency graph; then it constructs a graph
neural network to analyze and learn the complicated relation-
ships among the statements in the failure context; finally it
uses the learned model to evaluate the suspiciousness of each
statement of being faulty. We conducted the experiments on 12
real and large-sized programs and compared CAN with the 12
state-of-the-art fault localization approaches. The results show
that CAN significantly improves fault localization effective-
ness. e.g., the improvement for the most important metric [63],
such as Top-5, as compared to the best-performing baseline
is 14.31%.

In future, we plan to study the impact of test cases on the
learning process and explore inter-procedural analysis to further
leverage the learning ability of graph neural networks in im-
proving fault localization. We also plan to compose our solution
with other solutions proposed in the literature (e.g., multi-modal
analysis [78], active learning [79]) and conduct a use study to
explore the usefulness of our work in practice.
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